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Choose the correct answer 

1. JIT meaning ____       [ ] 
a) Java In Time  b) Just In Time  c) Join  In Time d) None 
 
2. The old name of Java was?      [ ] 
a) J language b) oak   c) oct  d) None 
 
3. An expression involving  byte, int and literal numbers is promoted to 
which of these?       [ ] 
a) int   b) long  c)byte  d)float 
 
4. Which of these coding types is used for data type char in java? [ ] 
a) ASCII b)ISO-Latin-I c) UNICODE d) None 
 
5. Literals can be which of  these data types?   [ ] 
a) integer  b) float  c) boolean d)All the above 
 
6. Which of the method of String class is used to obtain character at 
specified index?       [ ] 
a) char() b) Charat() c) charat() d) charAt() 
 
7._____ is a software that interprets Java bytecode.  [ ] 
a) Java Virtual Machine    b)Java Compiler    c) Java Debugger      d) Java API 
 
8. Which of the following is a legal identifier in java ?  [ ] 
a) 2variable b) #myvar  c) +@$var d) $_myvar  
 
9. What is the return type of Constructors?    [ ] 
a) int  b) float  c) void  d) None 
 
10. int a=3, b=6; the  a&b=_______     [ ] 
a) 0  b) 5  c) 7  d)2 
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Choose the correct answer 

1. JIT meaning ____       [ ] 
a) Java In Time  b) Just In Time  c) Join  In Time d) None 
 
2. The old name of Java was?      [ ] 
a) J language b) oak   c) oct  d) None 
 
3. An expression involving  byte, int and literal numbers is promoted to 
which of these?       [ ] 
a) int   b) long  c)byte  d)float 
 
4. Which of these coding types is used for data type char in java? [ ] 
a) ASCII b)ISO-Latin-I c) UNICODE d) None 
 
5. Literals can be which of  these data types?   [ ] 
a) integer  b) float  c) boolean d)All the above 
 
6. Which of the method of String class is used to obtain character at 
specified index?       [ ] 
a) char() b) Charat() c) charat() d) charAt() 
 
7._____ is a software that interprets Java bytecode.  [ ] 
a) Java Virtual Machine    b)Java Compiler    c) Java Debugger      d) Java API 
 
8. Which of the following is a legal identifier in java ?  [ ] 
a) 2variable b) #myvar  c) +@$var d) $_myvar  
 
9. What is the return type of Constructors?    [ ] 
a) int  b) float  c) void  d) None 
 
10. int a=3, b=6; the  a&b=_______     [ ] 
a) 0  b) 5  c) 7  d)2 



 
 
11. Which of the following can be operands of arithmetic operators?[ ] 
a)Numeric b) Boolean c) Characters d) Both a and c 
 
12. Which of the following is correct:     [ ] 
a) String temp [] = new String {"j" "a" "z"};     b) String temp = {"a", "b", "c"}; 
c) String temp [] = { "j " " b" "c"};         d) String temp [] = {"a", "b", "c"};  
 
13. Which of these selection statements test only for equality? [ ] 
a) if  b) switch c) if & switch d) None 
 
14.  Which method is called by Garbage collection thread just before 
collecting eligible Objects ?      [ ] 
a) finally() b) finalize() c) final() d) gc() 
 
15. What is the output of relational operators?   [ ] 
a) Integer b) Boolean c) Characters d) Double 
 
16. What is the stored in the variable obj in the following lines of code? 
a)Memory address of allocated memory of object.   [ ] 
b)NULL  c)Any  arbitrary pointer d)Garbage 
 
17. What is the full form of JDK?     [ ] 
a) Java Data Kit  b) Java Definition Kit 
c) Java Development Kit d)Java Design Kit 
 
18. which of these operators is used to allocate memory to array variable in 
Java?         [ ] 
a)malloc b) alloc  c)new  d)new alloc 
 
19. When a=9, b=12 and c=3 what will be the value of x for the expression 
X=9-12/3+3*2-1.       [ ] 
a)11 b)10    c)7 d)8 
 
20. In Java, the _____  is used to access the instance variables and methods 
of class objects.       [ ] 
a)dot operator(.) b) instanceof c) bitwise d)conditional 

 
 
11. Which of the following can be operands of arithmetic operators?[ ] 
a)Numeric b) Boolean c) Characters d) Both a and c 
 
12. Which of the following is correct:     [ ] 
a) String temp [] = new String {"j" "a" "z"};     b) String temp = {"a", "b", "c"}; 
c) String temp [] = { "j " " b" "c"};         d) String temp [] = {"a", "b", "c"};  
 
13. Which of these selection statements test only for equality? [ ] 
a) if  b) switch c) if & switch d) None 
 
14.  Which method is called by Garbage collection thread just before 
collecting eligible Objects ?      [ ] 
a) finally() b) finalize() c) final() d) gc() 
 
15. What is the output of relational operators?   [ ] 
a) Integer b) Boolean c) Characters d) Double 
 
16. What is the stored in the variable obj in the following lines of code? 
a)Memory address of allocated memory of object.   [ ] 
b)NULL  c)Any  arbitrary pointer d)Garbage 
 
17. What is the full form of JDK?     [ ] 
a) Java Data Kit  b) Java Definition Kit 
c) Java Development Kit d)Java Design Kit 
 
18. which of these operators is used to allocate memory to array variable in 
Java?         [ ] 
a)malloc b) alloc  c)new  d)new alloc 
 
19. When a=9, b=12 and c=3 what will be the value of x for the expression 
X=9-12/3+3*2-1.       [ ] 
a)11 b)10    c)7 d)8 
 
20. In Java, the _____  is used to access the instance variables and methods 
of class objects.       [ ] 
a)dot operator(.) b) instanceof c) bitwise d)conditional 
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1. Which of the method of String class is used to obtain character at 
specified index?       [ ] 
a) char() b) Charat() c) charat() d) charAt() 
 
2._____ is a software that interprets Java bytecode.  [ ] 
a) Java Virtual Machine    b)Java Compiler    c) Java Debugger      d) Java API 
 
3. Which of the following is a legal identifier in java ?  [ ] 
a) 2variable b) #myvar  c) +@$var d) $_myvar  
 
4. What is the return type of Constructors?    [ ] 
a) int  b) float  c) void  d) None 
 
5. int a=3, b=6; the  a&b=_______     [ ] 
a) 0  b) 5  c) 7  d)2 
 
6. What is the output of relational operators?   [ ] 
a) Integer b) Boolean c) Characters d) Double 
 
7. Which of these selection statements test only for equality? [ ] 
a) if  b) switch c) if & switch d) None 
 
8. JIT meaning ____       [ ] 
a) Java In Time  b) Just In Time  c) Join  In Time d) None 
 
9. The old name of Java was?      [ ] 
a) J language b) oak   c) oct  d) None 
 
10. Which of the following can be operands of arithmetic operators?[ ] 
a)Numeric b) Boolean c) Characters d) Both a and c 
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Choose the correct answer 

 
1. Which of the method of String class is used to obtain character at 
specified index?       [ ] 
a) char() b) Charat() c) charat() d) charAt() 
 
2._____ is a software that interprets Java bytecode.  [ ] 
a) Java Virtual Machine    b)Java Compiler    c) Java Debugger      d) Java API 
 
3. Which of the following is a legal identifier in java ?  [ ] 
a) 2variable b) #myvar  c) +@$var d) $_myvar  
 
4. What is the return type of Constructors?    [ ] 
a) int  b) float  c) void  d) None 
 
5. int a=3, b=6; the  a&b=_______     [ ] 
a) 0  b) 5  c) 7  d)2 
 
6. What is the output of relational operators?   [ ] 
a) Integer b) Boolean c) Characters d) Double 
 
7. Which of these selection statements test only for equality? [ ] 
a) if  b) switch c) if & switch d) None 
 
8. JIT meaning ____       [ ] 
a) Java In Time  b) Just In Time  c) Join  In Time d) None 
 
9. The old name of Java was?      [ ] 
a) J language b) oak   c) oct  d) None 
 
10. Which of the following can be operands of arithmetic operators?[ ] 
a)Numeric b) Boolean c) Characters d) Both a and c 



 
11. What is the stored in the variable obj in the following lines of code? 
a)Memory address of allocated memory of object.   [ ] 
b)NULL  c)Any  arbitrary pointer d)Garbage 
 
12. What is the full form of JDK?     [ ] 
a) Java Data Kit  b) Java Definition Kit 
c) Java Development Kit d)Java Design Kit 
 
13. which of these operators is used to allocate memory to array variable in 
Java?         [ ] 
a)malloc b) alloc  c)new  d)new alloc 
 
14. When a=9, b=12 and c=3 what will be the value of x for the expression 
X=9-12/3+3*2-1.       [ ] 
a)11 b)10    c)7 d)8 
 
15. In Java, the _____  is used to access the instance variables and methods 
of class objects.       [ ] 
a)dot operator(.) b) instanceof c) bitwise d)conditional 
 
16. Which of the following is correct:     [ ] 
a) String temp [] = new String {"j" "a" "z"};     b) String temp = {"a", "b", "c"}; 
c) String temp [] = { "j " " b" "c"};         d) String temp [] = {"a", "b", "c"};  
 
17.  Which method is called by Garbage collection thread just before 
collecting eligible Objects ?      [ ] 
a) finally() b) finalize() c) final() d) gc() 
 
18. An expression involving  byte, int and literal numbers is promoted to 
which of these?       [ ] 
a) int   b) long  c)byte  d)float 
 
19. Which of these coding types is used for data type char in java? [ ] 
a) ASCII b)ISO-Latin-I c) UNICODE d) None 
 
20. Literals can be which of  these data types?   [ ] 
a) integer  b) float  c) boolean d)All the above 

 
11. What is the stored in the variable obj in the following lines of code? 
a)Memory address of allocated memory of object.   [ ] 
b)NULL  c)Any  arbitrary pointer d)Garbage 
 
12. What is the full form of JDK?     [ ] 
a) Java Data Kit  b) Java Definition Kit 
c) Java Development Kit d)Java Design Kit 
 
13. which of these operators is used to allocate memory to array variable in 
Java?         [ ] 
a)malloc b) alloc  c)new  d)new alloc 
 
14. When a=9, b=12 and c=3 what will be the value of x for the expression 
X=9-12/3+3*2-1.       [ ] 
a)11 b)10    c)7 d)8 
 
15. In Java, the _____  is used to access the instance variables and methods 
of class objects.       [ ] 
a)dot operator(.) b) instanceof c) bitwise d)conditional 
 
16. Which of the following is correct:     [ ] 
a) String temp [] = new String {"j" "a" "z"};     b) String temp = {"a", "b", "c"}; 
c) String temp [] = { "j " " b" "c"};         d) String temp [] = {"a", "b", "c"};  
 
17.  Which method is called by Garbage collection thread just before 
collecting eligible Objects ?      [ ] 
a) finally() b) finalize() c) final() d) gc() 
 
18. An expression involving  byte, int and literal numbers is promoted to 
which of these?       [ ] 
a) int   b) long  c)byte  d)float 
 
19. Which of these coding types is used for data type char in java? [ ] 
a) ASCII b)ISO-Latin-I c) UNICODE d) None 
 
20. Literals can be which of  these data types?   [ ] 
a) integer  b) float  c) boolean d)All the above 
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1. What is the output of relational operators?   [ ] 
a) Integer b) Boolean c) Characters d) Double 
 
2. Which of these selection statements test only for equality? [ ] 
a) if  b) switch c) if & switch d) None 
 
3. JIT meaning ____       [ ] 
a) Java In Time  b) Just In Time  c) Join  In Time d) None 
 
4. The old name of Java was?      [ ] 
a) J language b) oak   c) oct  d) None 
 
5. Which of the following can be operands of arithmetic operators?[ ] 
a)Numeric b) Boolean c) Characters d) Both a and c 
 
6. Which of the method of String class is used to obtain character at 
specified index?       [ ] 
a) char() b) Charat() c) charat() d) charAt() 
 
7._____ is a software that interprets Java bytecode.  [ ] 
a) Java Virtual Machine    b)Java Compiler    c) Java Debugger      d) Java API 
 
8. Which of the following is a legal identifier in java ?  [ ] 
a) 2variable b) #myvar  c) +@$var d) $_myvar  
 
9. What is the return type of Constructors?    [ ] 
a) int  b) float  c) void  d) None 
 
10. int a=3, b=6; the  a&b=_______     [ ] 
a) 0  b) 5  c) 7  d)2 
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Choose the correct answer 
 

1. What is the output of relational operators?   [ ] 
a) Integer b) Boolean c) Characters d) Double 
 
2. Which of these selection statements test only for equality? [ ] 
a) if  b) switch c) if & switch d) None 
 
3. JIT meaning ____       [ ] 
a) Java In Time  b) Just In Time  c) Join  In Time d) None 
 
4. The old name of Java was?      [ ] 
a) J language b) oak   c) oct  d) None 
 
5. Which of the following can be operands of arithmetic operators?[ ] 
a)Numeric b) Boolean c) Characters d) Both a and c 
 
6. Which of the method of String class is used to obtain character at 
specified index?       [ ] 
a) char() b) Charat() c) charat() d) charAt() 
 
7._____ is a software that interprets Java bytecode.  [ ] 
a) Java Virtual Machine    b)Java Compiler    c) Java Debugger      d) Java API 
 
8. Which of the following is a legal identifier in java ?  [ ] 
a) 2variable b) #myvar  c) +@$var d) $_myvar  
 
9. What is the return type of Constructors?    [ ] 
a) int  b) float  c) void  d) None 
 
10. int a=3, b=6; the  a&b=_______     [ ] 
a) 0  b) 5  c) 7  d)2 



 
11. In Java, the _____  is used to access the instance variables and methods 
of class objects.       [ ] 
a)dot operator(.) b) instanceof c) bitwise d)conditional 
 
12. Which of the following is correct:     [ ] 
a) String temp [] = new String {"j" "a" "z"};     b) String temp = {"a", "b", "c"}; 
c) String temp [] = { "j " " b" "c"};         d) String temp [] = {"a", "b", "c"};  
 
13.  Which method is called by Garbage collection thread just before 
collecting eligible Objects ?      [ ] 
a) finally() b) finalize() c) final() d) gc() 
 
14. An expression involving  byte, int and literal numbers is promoted to 
which of these?       [ ] 
a) int   b) long  c)byte  d)float 
 
15. What is the full form of JDK?     [ ] 
a) Java Data Kit  b) Java Definition Kit 
c) Java Development Kit d)Java Design Kit 
 
16. which of these operators is used to allocate memory to array variable in 
Java?         [ ] 
a)malloc b) alloc  c)new  d)new alloc 
 
17. When a=9, b=12 and c=3 what will be the value of x for the expression 
X=9-12/3+3*2-1.       [ ] 
a)11 b)10    c)7 d)8 
 
18. Which of these coding types is used for data type char in java? [ ] 
a) ASCII b)ISO-Latin-I c) UNICODE d) None 
 
19. Literals can be which of  these data types?   [ ] 
a) integer  b) float  c) boolean d)All the above 
 
20. What is the stored in the variable obj in the following lines of code? 
a)Memory address of allocated memory of object.   [ ] 
b)NULL  c)Any  arbitrary pointer d)Garbage 

 
11. In Java, the _____  is used to access the instance variables and methods 
of class objects.       [ ] 
a)dot operator(.) b) instanceof c) bitwise d)conditional 
 
12. Which of the following is correct:     [ ] 
a) String temp [] = new String {"j" "a" "z"};     b) String temp = {"a", "b", "c"}; 
c) String temp [] = { "j " " b" "c"};         d) String temp [] = {"a", "b", "c"};  
 
13.  Which method is called by Garbage collection thread just before 
collecting eligible Objects ?      [ ] 
a) finally() b) finalize() c) final() d) gc() 
 
14. An expression involving  byte, int and literal numbers is promoted to 
which of these?       [ ] 
a) int   b) long  c)byte  d)float 
 
15. What is the full form of JDK?     [ ] 
a) Java Data Kit  b) Java Definition Kit 
c) Java Development Kit d)Java Design Kit 
 
16. which of these operators is used to allocate memory to array variable in 
Java?         [ ] 
a)malloc b) alloc  c)new  d)new alloc 
 
17. When a=9, b=12 and c=3 what will be the value of x for the expression 
X=9-12/3+3*2-1.       [ ] 
a)11 b)10    c)7 d)8 
 
18. Which of these coding types is used for data type char in java? [ ] 
a) ASCII b)ISO-Latin-I c) UNICODE d) None 
 
19. Literals can be which of  these data types?   [ ] 
a) integer  b) float  c) boolean d)All the above 
 
20. What is the stored in the variable obj in the following lines of code? 
a)Memory address of allocated memory of object.   [ ] 
b)NULL  c)Any  arbitrary pointer d)Garbage 
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1. Which of the following is a legal identifier in java ?  [ ] 
a) 2variable b) #myvar  c) +@$var d) $_myvar  
 
2. What is the return type of Constructors?    [ ] 
a) int  b) float  c) void  d) None 
 
3. int a=3, b=6; the  a&b=_______     [ ] 
a) 0  b) 5  c) 7  d)2 
 

4. JIT meaning ____       [ ] 
a) Java In Time  b) Just In Time  c) Join  In Time d) None 
 
5. The old name of Java was?      [ ] 
a) J language b) oak   c) oct  d) None 
 
6. An expression involving  byte, int and literal numbers is promoted to 
which of these?       [ ] 
a) int   b) long  c)byte  d)float 
 
7. Which of these coding types is used for data type char in java? [ ] 
a) ASCII b)ISO-Latin-I c) UNICODE d) None 
 
8. Literals can be which of  these data types?   [ ] 
a) integer  b) float  c) boolean d)All the above 
 
9. Which of the method of String class is used to obtain character at 
specified index?       [ ] 
a) char() b) Charat() c) charat() d) charAt() 
 
10._____ is a software that interprets Java bytecode.  [ ] 
a) Java Virtual Machine    b)Java Compiler    c) Java Debugger      d) Java API 
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Choose the correct answer 

1. Which of the following is a legal identifier in java ?  [ ] 
a) 2variable b) #myvar  c) +@$var d) $_myvar  
 
2. What is the return type of Constructors?    [ ] 
a) int  b) float  c) void  d) None 
 
3. int a=3, b=6; the  a&b=_______     [ ] 
a) 0  b) 5  c) 7  d)2 
 

4. JIT meaning ____       [ ] 
a) Java In Time  b) Just In Time  c) Join  In Time d) None 
 
5. The old name of Java was?      [ ] 
a) J language b) oak   c) oct  d) None 
 
6. An expression involving  byte, int and literal numbers is promoted to 
which of these?       [ ] 
a) int   b) long  c)byte  d)float 
 
7. Which of these coding types is used for data type char in java? [ ] 
a) ASCII b)ISO-Latin-I c) UNICODE d) None 
 
8. Literals can be which of  these data types?   [ ] 
a) integer  b) float  c) boolean d)All the above 
 
9. Which of the method of String class is used to obtain character at 
specified index?       [ ] 
a) char() b) Charat() c) charat() d) charAt() 
 
10._____ is a software that interprets Java bytecode.  [ ] 
a) Java Virtual Machine    b)Java Compiler    c) Java Debugger      d) Java API 



 
 
11.  Which method is called by Garbage collection thread just before 
collecting eligible Objects ?      [ ] 
a) finally() b) finalize() c) final() d) gc() 
 
12. What is the output of relational operators?   [ ] 
a) Integer b) Boolean c) Characters d) Double 
 
13. What is the stored in the variable obj in the following lines of code? 
a)Memory address of allocated memory of object.   [ ] 
b)NULL  c)Any  arbitrary pointer d)Garbage 
 
14. Which of the following can be operands of arithmetic operators?[ ] 
a)Numeric b) Boolean c) Characters d) Both a and c 
 
15. which of these operators is used to allocate memory to array variable in 
Java?         [ ] 
a)malloc b) alloc  c)new  d)new alloc 
 
16. When a=9, b=12 and c=3 what will be the value of x for the expression 
X=9-12/3+3*2-1.       [ ] 
a)11 b)10    c)7 d)8 
 
17. In Java, the _____  is used to access the instance variables and methods 
of class objects.       [ ] 
a)dot operator(.) b) instanceof c) bitwise d)conditional 
 
18. Which of the following is correct:     [ ] 
a) String temp [] = new String {"j" "a" "z"};     b) String temp = {"a", "b", "c"}; 
c) String temp [] = { "j " " b" "c"};         d) String temp [] = {"a", "b", "c"};  
 
19. Which of these selection statements test only for equality? [ ] 
a) if  b) switch c) if & switch d) None 
 
20. What is the full form of JDK?     [ ] 
a) Java Data Kit  b) Java Definition Kit 
c) Java Development Kit d)Java Design Kit 

 
 
11.  Which method is called by Garbage collection thread just before 
collecting eligible Objects ?      [ ] 
a) finally() b) finalize() c) final() d) gc() 
 
12. What is the output of relational operators?   [ ] 
a) Integer b) Boolean c) Characters d) Double 
 
13. What is the stored in the variable obj in the following lines of code? 
a)Memory address of allocated memory of object.   [ ] 
b)NULL  c)Any  arbitrary pointer d)Garbage 
 
14. Which of the following can be operands of arithmetic operators?[ ] 
a)Numeric b) Boolean c) Characters d) Both a and c 
 
15. which of these operators is used to allocate memory to array variable in 
Java?         [ ] 
a)malloc b) alloc  c)new  d)new alloc 
 
16. When a=9, b=12 and c=3 what will be the value of x for the expression 
X=9-12/3+3*2-1.       [ ] 
a)11 b)10    c)7 d)8 
 
17. In Java, the _____  is used to access the instance variables and methods 
of class objects.       [ ] 
a)dot operator(.) b) instanceof c) bitwise d)conditional 
 
18. Which of the following is correct:     [ ] 
a) String temp [] = new String {"j" "a" "z"};     b) String temp = {"a", "b", "c"}; 
c) String temp [] = { "j " " b" "c"};         d) String temp [] = {"a", "b", "c"};  
 
19. Which of these selection statements test only for equality? [ ] 
a) if  b) switch c) if & switch d) None 
 
20. What is the full form of JDK?     [ ] 
a) Java Data Kit  b) Java Definition Kit 
c) Java Development Kit d)Java Design Kit 


